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Luminescence fron InP,/GaInP Quantum Dots Excited by Micro-photolumiasggsls.

or by Locat Iqiection with Scanning-Tunneling Microscope

Lars SAMUELSON, Pedrro CASTRILLO, Dan HESSMAN, Joakim LINDAHL, Lars MONTELIUS and
Mats-Erik PISTOL

Lund University, Department of Solid State Physics, Box 118, 5-22100 LUND, Sweden

We describe the application of t€chniques for nano{ptical studies of quantum dots fabrricated via the Stranski-Krastanotr
growth mode by MOVPE. The first method is p-PL in which excitation and detection is spatialy resrricted ro 0.1 - I Fm by
masking of the sample. In the s€cord technique we inject tocally low-energy carrien from an STM tip into *r9 semiconductor.
These two rechniques share the ability to pedorm spgcEoscopic investigadons of single quantum do6, including excitation
spectroscopies with energy selection either by the errrgy of the exciting light or by tlle potential applied between fte STM tip
and the sample.

l.INTRODUCTION

When a compressively sEained layer of e.g. InP is grown
on the crystalline structure of GaAs or on alayer of GaInP
lanice matched to GaAs, one observes a spontaneous
transformation of a roughly two mono-layer (lVL) thick
film into nanometer scale islands of InP separated from the
underlaying material by a I or 2NIJ- thick InP wetting-
layer (WL). The details of this, so called Stranski-
Krastanow (SK), gowth mode are still debated. For Inp
islands it has been shown by TEITAI) that the islands are
strongly facetted with details in the facerting originating in
the differences in the surface energies on ttle different sur-
faces. The TEM image below reveals the shape of an
uncapped InP dot as seen in a side view of the island.

2. MACRO-PL STUDIES OF InP DOTS

The density of dots can be controlled by the amount of InP
deposited and by other gowth parameters like the
temperature and growth interupt times. A direct correlation
is found benveen the formation of InP dots as seen by
atomic force microscopy (AfM) and the appearance of a
characteristic double luminescence peak positioned

around 1.65 eV2). This energy can be compared with that
of the luminescence from the GaInP barrier material
around 1.97 eV and that of the WL, with peaks around 1.94
eV and t.9l eV for 1 ML and? ML thick InP weming
layer. The overview of the development of the PL shown,
below tells that after deposition of about 2lvfJ- of InP the
transfonnation occurs.
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3. MICRO-PL STUDIES OF InP DOTS

One convenient way to access single or few quantum dots

is to restrict the area from which PL is collected. The

figure betow shows how we have solved this problem by

electron-beam lithograph y, m etallization and lift-off. The

large frame is an opaque gold film wittr 8 x 8 square

windows with side 0.7 U"m.With PL spectroscopy

performed through an optical microscope and with the

sample cooled to 5K we obtain PL spectra from the indi-
vidual windows as shown in the small spectra around the

image of the fih3). From single window spectra like these

it is easy to identify the pattern that a single window shows

either (i) no detectable luminescence in the spectral region

1.6 - 1.7 eV, (ii) a set of typically 3-5 peaks dominated by

nvo peaks which are in most cases stronger, or (iii) a rather

large number of peaks which seem to colrespond t'o two

or three dots positioned just below the window investigat-

ed. From the behaviour seen in this figure it is easy to

select single windows for detailed studies.

In the figure below is shown a typical detailed PL

spectrum from a single InP quantum dot. In the figure is al-

so shown the photoluminescence excitation (PLE) spectra

obfained when detecting on different emission peaks. It can

be seen that the emission seen in PL consists of several

lines. These lines can be due to holes localised in different

spatial positions in the quantum dot or they could be due to

electrons which do not relax to the ground state due to e. g.

a phonon bottleneck. From the PLE spectra it can be seen

that there is no contribution from e. g. line B when detect-

ing on line A, which also shows the lack of relaxation be-

tween the states which are responsible for the emission

lines. At higher energies it can be seen in PLE that the

lines A, B, and C do share excited states and thus originate

from the same dot. The linewidth of the emission and of
the peaks seen in PLE is rather latge, about 1-2 meV. Time

resolved measurements show that the emission has a life-

time of about 0.6 ns3). The peaks seen in PLE are seen to

ride on a continuous background.
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4. STM INDUCED LUMINESCENCE FROM InP
DOTS

In the figure below is shown the tunnel induced lumines-
cence from quantum dots. These spectra are obtained by
the use of a scanning tunneling microscope and the meas-

urement temperature was77 K. At low biases (below 5 V,
tip positive) there is emissio#) fror individual lumines-
cent states (panially formed quantum dots which are also
present in the sample, in addition to the fully formed dos),
which show an observable Stark shift. At a potential bias
of 5 V we staft to see emission from the quantum dots (at
an energy of about 1.65 eV). This threshold corresponds to
the onset of impact ionisation of excitons. These excitons,

being neutral, diffuse about I pm before recombining2). It
is the case that for this particular tip position there are no
fully formed quantum dots immediately below the tip, and
only partially formed dots are seen at low bias. It is neces-
sary to use a high bias which create excitons which can dif-
fuse to a nearby fully formed dot in order to get emission
spectra from these dots. It is clear that tunnel induced lu-
minescence is capable of exciting single quantum dots,
with a high spatial resolution, particularily at low applied
bias. It should be noted that for other tip positions we see
emission from fully formed quantum dos also at low
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